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	Title: Oh, the Gall
	Author: by Jeanne Rose, UC Master Gardener
	Page 1: Do some of your plants have woody looking knots at their bases just at the soil surface?  Or, have you noticed some weird blobs of growth in tree branches on your winter walks?  If so, there’s a good chance you are looking at galls.  Unlike the little galls that we see on oak tree leaves that are caused by insects, these warty structures are caused by very common bacteria called “Agrobacterium”.  These bacteria survive in the soil, not the air, and for that reason galls usually form just below the soil surface on exposed tree roots near the base of the trunk.  Less often galls develop on limbs and trunks of woody plants.  Many trees are susceptible to crown gall as are roses, fruit trees, berry and grape vines, and even a few soft herbaceous plants like chrysanthemum and daisies.When a mature or fully grown plant is infected with crown gall, the damage is usually pretty minor, but serious harm is done when galls form on young plants.  They become stunted and sickly because they suffer more easily from stress caused by wind or lack of water.  If galls get large, then water and nutrient flow is obstructed, and young plants die. I have had a few experiences with crown gall - on several roses and on some berries.  The galls on the roses could have been caused by the introduction of the bacteria through the use of dirty budding equipment or through some other source.  On the berries, it was probably because of cutting canes too close to the soil level.  It helps to leave the canes at least one foot tall at pruning time and disinfect the pruners after each cut.The most serious crown gall problem I had was on a houseplant!  It was an angel wing begonia.  I had the plant for a couple years; it kept sending up new canes and growing well.  A few months ago, I noticed that the lower leaves kept failing; the new canes were only growing a few inches tall and then turning brown and hard.  I could see nothing on the plant or at the soil line to indicate what was causing the plant to decline.  I decided drastic action was needed to try to save at least part of the plant.  It was only when I knocked it from its container and removed the soil from the root ball that I was able to definitively diagnose the problem - almost the entire rootball was encased in a large gall.  By using only healthy tissue from the upper portion of the plant and by disinfecting the pruners after each cut, several cuttings were successfully propagated.  Three or four of them will be potted into clean soil in a clean container to become my replacement; others will be shared with friends.
	Page 2: I never knew exactly how the bacterium was introduced into my houseplant.  I only knew what it was, how it affected the plant, and what needed to be done to re-establish another healthy plant.The bacteria infect plants by entering through little wounds caused by handling in the nursery or during transplanting.  They commonly enter established plants through growth cracks, or wounds caused by cultivation, mowing, weed trimmers or sucker removal.  Seedlings may be affected during germination.  Some galls may slough off and return some bacteria to the soil, where they may live for up two years without host tissue.  The bacteria are also released into the soil when the galls are wet or when older gall tissue disintegrates.  The crown gall bacteria are especially abundant where infected plants were previously grown.   Existing galls may be removed by cutting into healthy tissue around them, then exposing the tissue to air to let it dry.  Cut only during the dry season, removing as little healthy tissue as possible.  If the galls are too big so that cutting them out would cause extensive wounds, or death, then consider replacing the plant.  Some control may be attained by the application of a bactericide.  During the dormant season, spring, or early summer, rinse soil away from the galls and allow them to dry thoroughly before applying a bactericide, carefully following product directions.If you’ve removed a tree because of crown gall you should only plant a resistant species in its place.  Birch, cedar, holly, incense cedar, magnolia, pine, redwood, spruce, tulip tree, and zelkova are some suggestions from the University of California.
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